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ENERGY PRICING POLICY IN IRAN
Abstract:

Low energy prices in Iran do not reflect economic costs. Further distortions exist in the tariff
structures of most energy sources and in their relative prices. Price reform is a key policy element
for achieving increased energy conservation and economic substitution. Subsidies should be
made transparent and explained by the Government, and, when eliminated, they could be
compensated by target measures or direct subsidies for low income households. Price reforms
are under way, with some caution though, because of possible political and inflationary
consequences. In order to better understand the need for price reforms a brief analysis of the
current energy pricing policy is provided here.

POLITIKA ODREĐIVANJA CIJENA
ENERGENATA U IRANU

Sažetak:

Niske cijene energije u Iranu ne odražavaju stvarne njene troškove. Nadalje, postoje deformacije
u tarifnoj strukturi za većinu energetskih izvora, kao i u njihovim relativnim cijenama. Reforma
cijena je ključni element politike usmjeren na postizanje boljeg čuvanja energije i gospodarske
zamjene. Vlada treba u potpunosti predstaviti i objasniti subvencije, a nakon što ih ukine treba ih
nadomjestiti ciljanim mjerama ili izravnim subvencijama za kućanstva s niskim prihodima.
Reforme cijena su u tijeku, premda uz veliki oprez zbog mogućih političkih i posljedica inflacije.
Da bi se bolje razumjela potreba za reformom cijena, ovdje se daje kratka analiza sadašnje
politike njihovog određivanja.

1. The price Fixing Procedures in Iran

Proposals for tariff increases are submitted to the Plan and Budget Organization (PBO) by the
Ministry of Energy (MOE) for electricity and by the Ministry of Petroleum for oil products and
natural gas. The Plan and Budget Organization analyses the proposal and in case it agrees,
submits the proposal for approval to the Supreme Economic Council (SEC). The SEC is chaired
by the President of the Republic and consists of permanent members in the form of sector
ministers that participate depending on the issue. The Plan and Budget Organization serves as
Secretariat of the SEC.

The decision of the SEC has to be taken within the context of decisions taken by the Parliament.
During the 1980s, politicians were concerned with the impact of inflation on the standard of living
of the population and tried to alleviate the disruptive effect through an intricate system of
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rationing and direct subsidies for a large number of commodities. The real price of energy fell as
only one price revision was made during the decade - in March 1986.

1.1. Electricity Tariffs

MOE's procedure for determining the average tariff of electricity is based on the estimate of
electricity available for sale and the revenue to be earned for meeting they planned capital and
operating expenditure. Based on the average price so obtained, the rates to various classes of
consumers are worked out. The bulk supply tariff of the Iran Power Generation and Transmission
Company (TAVANIR) for its sales to the distribution companies is heavily subsidized. Both the
variable and the fixed element in this structure are artificially low: fuel is supplied almost free of
charge to the power producers: National Iranian Oil Company (NIOC) and the National Iranian
Gas Company (NIGC); depreciation on fixed assets is based on historical costs which were
undermined by inflation, and capital investments were heavily subsidized through the
preferential Rial 70 / US $ exchange rate until the beginning of 1993.

The design of the tariff structure at retail level does not reflect the cost of supply to each customer
category. It is heavily influenced by "social needs" and "socio-economic" objectives, which
selectively override the " cost to serve" principle. Tariffs are differentiated not only between but
also within the five basic categories of consumers. Inverted tariff rates are adopted for residential
consumers, having 20 slabs, starting from free supply up to 40 kWh/month and ending with 44
Rials/kWh for consumption above 1500 units. The "commercial and general" tariff is digressive,
with consumption up to 1000 kWh/month being charged 19.1 Rials, for consumption in excess
the rate is reduced to 16.8 Rials/kWh; and subdifferentiated by activity. Certain categories of
shops that use lighting for display of products, such as grocery, jewelry, furniture, shoes, etc. are
charged a higher rate; agro-industries are charged higher rates than agricultural pump sets. The
"industrial tariff' applies equally to power supply provided at primary voltage to commercial,
agricultural and industrial consumers, although they have different load factors and utilization
patterns.

Category
Residential
Commercial
Industrial
Agriculture

Electricity Tariffs,

& General

1993
Rials/kWh
3.3.-44,0

16.8-19.1
8.1 -8.8
2.5-17.0

The MOE makes yearly automatic adjustments of 5 percent in the individual rates without
officially informing the general public and without needing the approval by the Parliament and
the SEC. This adjustment, however, is much below the rate of inflation which is in the double
digits.

1.2. Natural Gas Tariffs

Natural gas is the premium fuel for fuel substitution because of its abundance, its relatively low
cost and its environmental qualities. Next to heavy fuel oil, natural gas is the lowest priced fuel in
Iran. As the tariff is very low, there is no need to make specific independently negotiated contract
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prices for supply to large customers. What can be noted in the structure is the high relative
difference between the tariffs charged to power plants and to industry. But the absolute
difference in the tariff is small.

Natural gas Tariffs, 1993

Households, Com.
Industry
Power Plants

Rials/m3

8
5
3

Connection charges for household consumers were introduced three years ago, and amount to
200,000 Rials for household consumers in the larger cities: in the smaller cities households pay
about half this amount. Piping inside the house and conversion of the LPG fired appliances has
to be paid by household and is an important burden for them - per meter of pipe the cost is about
10,000 Rials.

Metering of household consumption of natural gas is done by natural gas company per
apartment building. The owners charge individual apartments for the total consumption
according to agreements on the basis of m2 per apartment and number of household members.

1.3. Prices of Oil Products

All prices of the petroleum products are set below the level of international market prices. Yet, the
Government has followed a policy of relatively high prices for LPG delivered in bulk, and
particularly low prices for fuels delivered to the power plants and for kerosene. Fuel oil remains
the lowest priced fuel in spite of 66 percent increase in 1987 and a 150 percent increase in 1990.
In between the extremes we find the prices charged for gasoline. These were subject to
considerable price increases in the early 1980s, but experienced a fall in the real price later in
decade. Unleaded gasoline has recently been introduced in the market and is charged no higher
than regular for environmental reasons. Bottling and distribution of LPG is fully in private hands,
these downstream costs, therefore, are market determined.

Prices of Petroleum Products, 1993

Gasoline, regular
Gasoline unleaded
Gasoline, premium
Kerosene
LPG, bulk kg
LPG, bottled, kg
Gasoil
Fuel oil

- at power plants

Rials/litre
50
50
60
15
35

50-70
10
5
2

Source: Ministry of Power and Energy
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2. Impact of Pricing Policy

2.1. Impact of Pricing Policy on the Energy Supply Companies

The impact of the price distortions on the behavior of the energy supply companies revealed
itself at two levels:

• In their passive attitude to the realization of fuel savings - approximately 30 % of the
associated gas is being flared; the average thermal efficiency of power production in
1991 was a low 31.2 %, partly because of relatively high share of gas turbines in
power production.

• In their pricing policy where they had freedom of price fixing - one of the reactions of
the companies to the revenue constraints imposed by the tariff freezes was to
increase the connection charges. As this financial burden blocks access of some of
the poorer households to electricity; this impact is directly against the basic equity
principles of the Government's pricing policy.

2.2. Impact of Pricing Policy on Socio-economic Situation of Households and Social
Equity

The social equity impact has to be analyzed from both a relative and an absolute angle:

• The income elasticity of household energy demand in substantially less than 1, i.e.
the proportion of household income spent on household energy declines as income
increases. Relatively speaking an increase in the price of energy will have a larger
negative impact on the socio-economic position of the poorthan of the rich. Because
of the low prices of household energy in Iran, expenditure on energy by household
amounts to 2 % or less of disposable income in all income categories; which is about
one third to one fourth of "international standards".

• The economic cost of producing oil products in Iran is much lower than its
opportunity cost in the international market, giving rise to a substantial economic
rent. From an equity point of view this rent is a "gift of god" to Iran and ought to be
equally divided among the inhabitants of Iran. The state has two possibilities of
dividing this rent among the inhabitants:

- The rent can be passed on directly to the consumers by supplying the oil
products to the consumers at the economic cost of supply, and not of
demand. Since household energy demand is positively correlated with
income, this policy has the consequence that the richest households
appropriate the largest share of the economic rent.

- The rent can be appropriated directly by the state and then passed on
indirectly to the population via increased Government spending or reduced
Government taxation. Assuming that the marginal expenditure / taxation policy
of the Government is socially neutral or poverty oriented, the economic rent
will be equally distributed in this way.
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When the equity issue is analyzed from both angles, the policy conclusion can be drawn to take
both equity factors into account in pricing policy:

• The Government should adopt the principle of full opportunity cost pricing for energy
and sell the petroleum products at their international market prices plus the cost of
distribution. The economic rent generated by the sales should then be taken away
from the INOC's hydrocarbon production subsidiary by the imposition of a heavy tax
on hydrocarbon production.

• Schemes should be introduced to reduce the expenditure burden of the poorer
population by providing low consumption levels at lower rates through a two - or a
multi - tier pricing system; or by providing direct income supplements to consumers.

The Government of Iran focused only on the relative equity issue. Energy consumption at a low
level is a basic needs good and the Government decided to provide it at a low cost to the
population by selling household energy fuels at prices below cost. When kerosene became
scarce as the result of rising demand and falling refinery capacity during the war it had to be
imported, it's supply was rationed and a coupon system was introduced enabling the recipients
to acquire the fuel at low cost. Since the "black market" rate for kerosene was much higher, these
coupons could also be sold to more well-to-do households wishing to acquire a higher
allocation of kerosene. The electricity household tariff was made progressive, but even at the
highest consumption levels, the price paid was still below the true economic cost of electricity.
Thus, the lion share of economic rent of the oil production destined for national market was
appropriated by the richest part of the population. The identification of target groups and the
administration of the system are the main problems in this scheme.

2.3. Impact of Pricing Policy on Energy Demand

It is obvious that the low cost of energy increased the national demand for energy. But in addition
it has also some other indirect micro-economic consequences. In the agricultural sector, for
example, because of the relative cheapness of electricity two tendencies can be noted. Firstly,
there is a tendency to replace diesel pumps and traditional systems of irrigation by electric
pumps; secondly since no consideration needs to be taken to the cost of energy, there is an
overconsumption of both scarce water resources - resulting in ecological damage - and of
electricity - contributing to the 20 % per year growth in rural power consumption that took place
during the 1980s.

2.4. Macro-economic Impact of Pricing Policy

The 1980s saw important changes in the composition and the level of general Government
revenue (fall from 22 % to 17 % of GDP) and expenditures (fall from 36 to 18 % of GDP). The most
significant revenue change came from the collapse of oil revenues in the latter half of the period,
whereby oil and gas revenues fell from 13.4 to 3.1. % of GDR The declining trends in both total
revenue and expenditures were affected by the very fast appreciation of the official exchange
rate during the second half of the 1980s. The overvaluation imposed a sharp reduction in oil
revenues, but also sharply reduced expenditures, which were affected by price controls and
their effect on public sector expenditures. However, the decline in the relative price of tradeables
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vis-a-vis nontradeables and in the real official exchange rate indicates that the effect was
stronger as regards revenues than expend itures.

The loss suffered by the state budget due to the underpricing of energy amounted to about US $
5 billion per year - during 1992. Total sales of oil products amounted to US $ 450 million
evaluated at the floating rates, whereas the opportunity cost was US $ 6 billion.1 This economic
rent could have been expropriated by the state instead of being given to the consumers.
Government revenue in 1993 was boosted by the unification of the multiple exchange rate
system into a single market determined rate - since the low official 70 Rials exchange rate was
used for valuing oil exports.

The balance of payments was affected negatively both because of overinvestments in energy
supply and because of the loss of export revenue caused by excess national demand for oil
products. National demand now amounts to 70% of exported quantity.

2.5. The impact of LRMC Pricing on Consumer Behavior in Iran

It is the intention of the Government to make a gradual increase in the price of energy during the
SFYP (Second Five Year Plan). This means that during the first two years of the plan the energy
prices will still be low in both absolute (percentage of international price) and relative terms
(percentage of consumer spending). Although in percentage terms the price increases will
appear impressive, they will have little impact on energy demand, but a rather important impact
on public revenue. At the end of period, the absolute and relative price will have become so high,
that the price elasticity of demand becomes elastic.

In the industrial sector in Iran, the intensity of competition is very low. Therefore the strong
tendency will be to passively pass on the fuel price increases to the price of the producer goods,
instead of making an active investment effort to reduce the energy intensity of production.

In the energy supply sector, the introduction of full LRMC pricing and progressive
decentralization of decision making2 will lead to an increased awareness of the need to save
energy during operations. At present, the key decision takers at neither the Ministry of Energy
nor at the Iranian Power Organization pay much attention to the importance of reducing the fuel
consumption in the thermal power stations as they get the fuel practically free (at prices below
the cost of fuel transport !). Fuel is an insignificant element in the total cost structure. As LRMC
pricing is introduced for fuel consumption in the power stations, fuel will become an important
performance target for both the Minister of Energy, and the top management in the power
company.

In the household sector, at the beginning only low-income consumers surviving on "starvation
budgets" will feel a pressure to cut down on their consumption in response to the fuel price
increases. Since they represent a tiny fraction of total household energy demand, the overall
reduction in household energy consumption is likely to be modest.

1. In 1992, the floating rate was Rials 1400/ US $, the fixed rate for investment imports for the supply companies was
Rials 70/US $.

2. The government intends to increase the degree of decentralized decision making in the power sector. By definition,
decentralization (whether it happens within a public sector reform process leading to increased "commercialization",
or through privatization) will be accompanied by a higher degree of accountability for the achievement of
quantitative targets. This is the way in which the central level controls the activities at the decentralized levels.
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The impact of the LRMC pricing policy on consumers during the SFYP is summarized in the table
below:

Consumer Responses to Energy Price Increases during the SFYP

Middle of period
Households
Industrial Sector
Commerce / Services
Energy Supply

End of period
Households
Industrial Sector
Commerce / Services
Energy Supply

Behavioral Chanqes

X

0
X

X

XXX

XX

XX

XXX

Efficiency Investments

0
0
0
0

XX

XX

X

XXX

0: no impact, x: low reaction,
xx: medium reaction, xxx: strong reaction

Conclusion: The impact of LRMC Pricing on Energy Demand during
the SFYP

As the real price of energy is increased gradually during the Second Five Year Plan period, the
price elasticity of demand (over a three to four years period) in Iran will change from the
insignificant (-0.01) to the rather important (-0.2) one.

For the period of the SFYR this will mean that energy demand at the end of the period is unlikely
to fall by more than 5 percent compared to the "business-as-usual" scenario. However, during
the Third Five Year Plan period, the impact will continue to be felt and will result in an estimated
additional 15 percent savings.

Gradual Versus a Sudden Switch to Full Economic Pricing of Fuels

Since the present level of fuel prices is between 5 % (fuel oil) and 20 % (gasoline) of the economic
cost of supply (export FOB price plus costs of distribution for the fuels), the prices of fuels in real
terms have to be raised five to twenty times under this policy.

Compared to a gradual increase in energy prices to their full economic cost over a period of three
to four years, the "shock therapy" of an immediate switch to full economic cost pricing has two
advantages: (I) it would accelerate the achievement of energy savings; and (II) it would increase
the level of annual energy savings even in the medium term - if the "shock-effect" as such has
lasting modifying impact on consumer behavior.

However, the disadvantage is that the shock-policy might not be implementable. It could lead to
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violent social protests and increased thefts of, for example, electricity if the policy is rejected by a
large part of the population. The policy could be rejected both because of its real income effect
and because the need for energy savings has not yet been communicated to the population.

A gradual increase of prices to reach full LRMC, during the next five year plan period is
recommendable because (I) this policy can be supported by the implementation of effective
awareness campaigns during the period; (II) the social impact of the increase in energy prices
can be mitigated through a gradual implementation of the policy; (III) the supporting structures
for the implementation of an efficient energy saving startegy can only be established gradually
over this period; (IV) the population and the enterprises need to be given effective advisory
support to react to the higher energy prices by cutting down on consumption by behavioral
changes and through investments; and (V) also the suppliers of energy saving materials need to
be given time to expand their production capacity to cover the expansion in demand.
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